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ABSTRACT

KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes; https://www.kegg.jp/ or https:
//www.genome.jp/kegg/) is a reference knowl-
edge base for biological interpretation of genome
sequences and other high-throughput data. It is
an integrated database consisting of three generic
categories of systems information, genomic infor-
mation and chemical information, and an additional
human-specific category of health information.
KEGG pathway maps, BRITE hierarchies and KEGG
modules have been developed as generic molecular
networks with KEGG Orthology nodes of functional
orthologs so that KEGG pathway mapping and other
procedures can be applied to any cellular organism.
Unfortunately, however, this generic approach was
inadequate for knowledge representation in the
health information category, where variations of hu-
man genomes, especially disease-related variations,
had to be considered. Thus, we have introduced
a new approach where human gene variants are
explicitly incorporated into what we call ‘network
variants’ in the recently released KEGG NETWORK
database. This allows accumulation of knowledge
about disease-related perturbed molecular networks
caused not only by gene variants, but also by viruses
and other pathogens, environmental factors and
drugs. We expect that KEGG NETWORK will become
another reference knowledge base for the basic
understanding of disease mechanisms and practical
use in clinical sequencing and drug development.

INTRODUCTION

Conservation and variation are inherent features of biolog-
ical systems at different levels. The KEGG (Kyoto Ency-
clopedia of Genes and Genomes) database has been devel-
oped for understanding conservation and variation of genes
and genomes at the level of cellular organisms. In particular,

the KO (KEGG Orthology) system for functional orthologs
has been developed for representing conserved features of
genes and proteins, and the reference knowledge base of
KEGG pathway maps drawn as networks of KO nodes has
been developed for representing conserved features of cel-
lular processes and organism behaviors. This generic archi-
tecture allows for KEGG mapping, whereby pathways for a
specific organism can be automatically reconstructed from
the gene set in its genome once genes are annotated with KO
identifiers. As a result, KEGG has become a widely used re-
source for the biological interpretation of different types of
data, including genomes, transcriptomes, metabolomes and
metagenomes, for many organisms and environmental sam-
ples.

A disadvantage of this generic approach is caused by the
fact that Homo sapiens is treated simply as one of many
species stored in KEGG. As the health information cate-
gory of the KEGG database expands, a new approach has
become necessary for better integration of human genomes,
human pathways, human diseases and drugs (1). Thus,
we now explicitly incorporate conservation and variation
within the single species of H. sapiens.

Diseases have been viewed in KEGG as perturbed states
of molecular networks caused by various perturbants of ge-
netic and environmental factors, and drugs viewed as dif-
ferent types of perturbants (2). Thus far, however, such per-
turbations were not well represented. For example, known
genetic alterations in cancers and other disease-associated
genes are marked in red in the disease pathway maps, but
since they are drawn as KO nodes, only the reference hu-
man gene data are linked from such red-marked nodes. With
the new approach described in this paper, the actual dataset
of perturbed molecular networks is presented in the new
KEGG NETWORK database, which is a collection of net-
work variants, such as variants of signaling networks caused
by gene variants, viruses and other factors.

OVERVIEW OF KEGG

In December 1995, the first release of KEGG was made
available with just four databases: PATHWAY, GENES,
COMPOUND and ENZYME. As shown in Figure 1,
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Figure 1. KEGG consists of eighteen databases in four categories, which are all manually curated except computationally generated SSDB. The databases
in the chemical information category are collectively called KEGG LIGAND. The databases in the health information category together with two outside
databases, Japanese drug labels obtained from the JAPIC database (http://www.japic.or.jp) and FDA drug labels linked to the DailyMed database (https:
//dailymed.nlm.nih.gov), are collectively called KEGG MEDICUS.

KEGG now consists of eighteen databases in four cate-
gories, but the basic concept remains the same. The three
generic categories of systems, genomic and chemical infor-
mation have been expanded from the PATHWAY, GENES
and COMPOUND databases, respectively, and the addi-
tional human-specific category of health information was
introduced in order to make KEGG more useful in prac-
tice. The idea of pathway mapping was first realized by the
EC number system of ENZYME, where KEGG metabolic
pathway maps were drawn with EC number nodes and en-
zyme genes in the genome were assigned EC numbers. How-
ever, the EC-based pathway mapping lasted only for 5 years
and the EC numbers were replaced by ortholog IDs, which
later became KOs. Since 2003 pathway mapping is per-
formed by the KO system, where all KEGG pathway maps
are created with KO nodes and genes in the genome are as-
signed KO identifiers (K numbers). EC numbers are indi-
rectly assigned to individual genes through the KO system.
The KO-based mapping is also applied to BRITE hierarchy
files and KEGG modules.

In December 2017, the KEGG NETWORK database
was released together with the associated database of
KEGG VARIANT. Both are human-specific databases and
form part of the health information category (Figure 1).
KEGG NETWORK is our first attempt to explicitly con-
sider genome variations within a single species. Although
we consider only the variations that are relevant to human
diseases and drugs, the methodology used in KEGG NET-
WORK can be applied to any variations in any species.
In the following sections, we describe KEGG NETWORK
and other developments in the past 2 years. A more com-
plete description of the KEGG database can be found in
the previous article of the 2017 Nucleic Acids Research
Database Issue (1).

KEGG NETWORK

From gene variants to network variants

Figure 2 illustrates the concept behind KEGG NET-
WORK. In contrast to the generic KEGG databases for
understanding conservation and variation among cellular
organisms, KEGG NETWORK is focused on H. sapiens,
providing a more detailed picture especially for understand-
ing human diseases in terms of network-disease associa-
tions (2). In the KEGG PATHWAY database, KO-based
reference pathways are manually created from published
literature and all instances of organism-specific pathways
are computationally generated. The KEGG NETWORK
database is a collection of network elements, where both ref-
erence and variant network elements are manually created
from published literature. Reference network elements are
represented by human gene IDs, while variant network el-
ements may contain gene variants, viral proteins, environ-
mental factors and drugs. Thus, the variant network ele-
ments, which are also called network variants, can accom-
modate not only gene variants but also other perturbants
for understanding disease-related perturbed molecular net-
works.

Cancer network variants

The KEGG NETWORK database will contain network
variants associated with various diseases, but as of Septem-
ber 2018 it contains network variants for cancers, viral in-
fections and certain types of endocrine and metabolic dis-
eases. Figure 3 shows examples of cancer network vari-
ants. Cancer cells acquire characteristic features, termed as
hallmarks of cancer by Hanahan and Weinberg (3,4), such
as sustaining proliferative signaling and resisting cell death,
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Figure 2. A conceptual diagram of the KEGG NETWORK database. In contrast to the traditional approach where Homo sapiens is treated as one of
6000 species in KEGG, the new approach allows variations of human genes and genomes to be explicitly incorporated.

Figure 3. (A) The MAPK (ERK) signaling pathway in the KEGG pathway map (hsa04010) where the main path from growth factor to ERK kinase is
marked in pink. (B) An example of the network variation map (nt06201) as a collection of network elements that correspond to the main path in (A).
Coloring of text indicates: green for reference network element, red for gene variant and purple for viral protein.

which are tightly related to perturbations to signaling path-
ways such as MAPK signaling and PI3K–AKT signaling
pathways. Figure 3A shows a part of the MAPK signal-
ing pathway map (KEGG ID: hsa04010) with its main path
from growth factor to ERK kinase marked in pink. Fig-
ure 3B shows selected data for this path in the NETWORK
database, where each network element is identified by the

N number and the collection of network elements can be
viewed in, what we call, the network variation map.

The network variation map is color-coded: reference net-
work elements in green, gene variants in red, viral proteins
in purple and drugs in blue. As in Figure 3B, the map may
be shown in alignment mode, meaning that variant network
elements are aligned with reference network elements, and
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Figure 4. Nodes and edges of KEGG network elements.

may be associated with cancer types indicated by another
color-coding on the left, such as light green for non-small
cell lung cancer and brown for melanoma. Figure 3 con-
tains well-known examples of constitutive activation of the
MAPK signaling pathway leading to sustained prolifera-
tive signaling, such as by EGFR mutation (N00014) and
EML4–ALK fusion (N00007) in non-small cell lung cancer,
BCR–ABL fusion (N00002) in chronic myeloid leukemia
and BRAF mutation (N00013) in melanoma.

Nodes and edges of network element

Currently, each network element is a linear sequence of
nodes connected by different types of edges as summarized
in Figure 4. Nodes include human reference genes (identi-
fied by hsa IDs in KEGG GENES), human gene variants,
viral proteins, metabolites and drugs. The two-character
text representation of edges is used in the definition field of
the N number entry, and the symbol representation of edges
is used in the network variation map.

Gene variants may include (i) gain of function by ac-
tivating mutation, amplification and fusion, (ii) loss of
function by inactivating mutation and deletion and (iii)
gene/protein overexpression. They are stored in the KEGG
VARIANT database and identified by variant IDs, such
as hsa var:1956v1 and hsa var:1956v2, representing EGFR
(hsa:1956) amplification and mutation, respectively. Each
variant entry may contain multiple instances of known
mutations and other genetic alterations whenever func-
tional consequences are considered equivalent. For exam-
ple, 1956v2 consists of exon 19 deletion and L858R muta-
tion. The KEGG VARIANT database also contains links
to outside databases such as ClinVar (5), dbSNP (6) and
COSMIC (7).

Figure 3B contains a network variant (N00160) caused
by a viral protein, the K1 protein of Kaposi sarcoma-
associated herpesvirus (KSHV). This viral oncoprotein ac-
tivates multiple pathways for sustaining proliferative sig-
naling and resisting cell death, which is similar to human
oncogenes, such as EML4–ALK fusion gene as shown in
Figure 5. Another important aspect of viral protein per-
turbations involves evading immune destruction, which is

observed in both cancer-causing viruses and non-cancer-
causing viruses. One of the evasion strategies is called viral
mimicry (8), which is to encode homologs of proteins that
regulate immune responses such as cytokines and cytokine
receptors. These and other perturbations of viral proteins
are being organized in KEGG NETWORK, together with
enhanced versions of pathway maps for viral infections in
KEGG PATHWAY.

Drug–target relationship

The KEGG NETWORK database also contains drug–
target relationships, especially for those drugs with vari-
ant proteins as targets. Figure 6 shows anticancer drugs
against gene variants in the MAPK signaling pathway
shown in Figure 3B. Since cancer cells can develop resis-
tance to molecular targeted drugs by secondary mutations,
the drug–target relationships and the corresponding vari-
ant data are distinguished. For example, the first-generation
tyrosine kinase inhibitors of imatinib, crizotinib and gefi-
tinib are distinguished from the later-generation counter-
parts. These data are accumulated mostly from the FDA
drug labels in the DailyMed database.

OTHER DEVELOPMENTS IN KEGG

KO system updates

The addendum category of the KEGG GENES database
was introduced in 2015 as a collection of published pro-
tein sequence data with experimentally verified functional
information (9). Although the number of sequences is very
small (<5000 proteins) compared to the main category of
complete genomes (27 million genes), the addendum cat-
egory is extremely useful for defining KO groups of func-
tional orthologs. As of September 2018, the KO database
contains over 22 000 KO entries, in which 85% are linked to
publications and 68% are further linked to sequence data,
which may be considered as core sequence data for defining
KOs. Ten percent of linked sequence data are in the adden-
dum category. The annotation (KO assignment) rate of the
KEGG GENES database is continuously improving, cur-
rently at 48%, as the KO database increases by 5–7% every
year.

The KO system is a hierarchical classification of KO
entries representing functional classification of genes and
proteins. The KO system was originally developed as a
pathway-based classification, but due to inclusion of other
datasets, there were discrepancies among the KO sys-
tem (KEGG ID: ko00001), the PATHWAY classification
(br08901) and the BRITE classification (br08902). This has
been corrected and the new KO system consists of eight top
categories: six for PATHWAY (Metabolism, Genetic Infor-
mation Processing, Environmental Information Processing,
Cellular Processes, Organismal Systems and Human Dis-
eases), one for BRITE (Brite Hierarchies) and one for the
rest (Not Included in Pathway or Brite).

Sequence data for Enzyme Nomenclature

Since 1961 the Enzyme Commission, currently the
IUBMB/IUPAC Biochemical Nomenclature Committee,
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Figure 5. A comparison of signaling pathways activated by the oncoprotein K1 of KSHV and the oncogene EML4–ALK in non-small cell lung cancer.
The pathways are involved in sustaining proliferative signaling and resisting cell death.

Figure 6. Examples of drug–target relationships for anticancer drugs that inhibit signaling pathways shown in Figure 3B.

has produced the Enzyme Nomenclature list consisting
of hierarchically classified EC (Enzyme Commission)
numbers given to experimentally observed and published
enzymatic reactions. KEGG ENZYME is an imple-
mentation of the Enzyme Nomenclature taken from the
ExplorEnz database (10) with additional information
about sequence data for the enzymes used in the original
experiments. The Enzyme Nomenclature list is constantly
expanded, and it is the most important source of finding
new publications on protein functions. These publications
are manually examined to identify sequence data, which
are incorporated in KEGG GENES usually as addendum
entries. Then new KO entries are defined, whenever appro-
priate, with association of EC numbers. The relationships
between KOs and EC numbers are many to many. One KO
may be associated with multiple EC numbers, and one EC
number may be given to multiple KOs.

As of September 2018 about half of over 6000 EC entries
are linked to sequence data. Figure 7 shows the number of
EC entries versus the created year with known sequences
in blue and without known sequences in gray. Most of the
recently added EC entries are linked to sequence data, but
the old entries originally appeared in the printed versions

of the Enzyme list are more problematic, because it is often
the case that the enzymes were isolated and the experiments
were performed without knowledge of sequence data.

Improvements of DISEASE and DRUG databases

As the NETWORK and VARIANT databases were intro-
duced in the health information category, the DISEASE
and DRUG databases have undergone some changes. First,
the Target field of the DRUG database now contains variant
IDs in accordance with the network data for drug–target re-
lationship (Figure 6). Second, the links between disease en-
tries (identified by H numbers) and drug entries (identified
by D numbers) are based solely on drug labels. The Disease
field of the DRUG database contains diseases indicated in
the drug labels, and reverse links are automatically gener-
ated for the Drug field of the DISEASE database. Conse-
quently, there are some differences in the drug-disease links
between the English version based on FDA drug labels and
the Japanese version based on Japanese drug labels. Third,
the relationships among disease entries are being reorga-
nized by introducing the subgroup and supergroup names.
Fourth, the disease entries are given ICD-11 codes released
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Figure 7. The EC numbers assigned each year. Blue coloring indicates the
fraction of EC numbers in which sequence data for the enzymes used in
the original experiments could be identified.

by WHO in June 2018. The ICD-11 codes for diseases and
the ATC codes for drugs play roles of linking to/from many
outside resources.

In addition to the human genome to disease relationship
in the Gene field of the DISEASE database, the pathogen
genome to infectious disease relationship is being reorga-
nized in the Pathogen field of the DISEASE database, which
now contains the Module subfield for signature modules of
pathogenicity and antimicrobial resistance. A tool to iden-
tify antimicrobial resistance in pathogen genomes is avail-
able (11) as part of the BlastKOALA server (12,13).

Accessing KEGG

KEGG is made available at both the KEGG main site
(https://www.kegg.jp/) and the GenomeNet mirror site
(https://www.genome.jp/kegg/). Direct queries against the
KEGG relational databases and some tools such as
BlastKOALA and GhostKOALA (12,13) are available only
at the main site, while metagenome data (MGENOME
and MGENES) and various analysis tools are maintained
at the GenomeNet site. The content of KEGG IDs men-
tioned in this paper, such as hsa04010, nt06201, N00014 and
hsa var:1956v2, can be retrieved by entering an ID into the
search box at the top page of either site.
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